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Monitoring powder potency and homogeneity is important in achieving real-time release testing in a continuous tablet manufacturing operation. If
quality related issues are encountered, monitoring powder potency inside a feed frame offers a last opportunity to intervene in the process before
tablet compression. Feed frame monitoring methods based on near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy have been increasingly reported in recent years.
New process analytical tools with the potential of being deployed alone or in combination with NIR spectroscopy for feed frame monitoring are
now available commercially. The present study evaluated the potential of near infrared chemical imaging (NIR CI) for in-line monitoring of a prototype pharmaceutical composition containing ascorbic acid (AA), microcrystalline cellulose and dicalcium phosphate. NIR spectroscopy was the
reference method. In-line calibration models based on partial least square regression were developed and validated with a range of AA concentrations. The ability of NIR spectroscopy and NIR CI to predict concentrations in test runs was ascertained both independently and in combination.
NIR CI, with a single bandpass filter, predicted AA concentrations—present at commercially relevant concentrations—with acceptable accuracy.
Comparative results showed that NIR CI has the potential for in-line monitoring of blend concentrations inside feed frames. In addition to the
advantage of increased sample size, it also has the potential to detect segregation inside feed frames.
Keywords: NIR spectroscopy, NIR CI, PAT, feed frame, in-line monitoring

Introduction
Pharmaceutical regulatory authorities require compliance of every manufactured product batch with preapproved specifications before its release to market.
Compliance is crucial for the safety and efficacy of
patient medications. Conventionally, batch release
takes place after all quality testing of representative
samples has been completed, which could lead to
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considerable lag time and significant costs. Real-time
release of pharmaceuticals is becoming possible by
taking advantage of recent technological advances as
well as recommendations from regulatory agencies for
continuous process monitoring.1 Product and process
information collected during manufacturing can
ensure that it complies with intended quality standCitation
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ards. Such information can be obtained by measuring
the critical quality attributes (CQAs) of raw materials,
in-process materials and critical process parameters
(CPPs) during different manufacturing stages. Process
analytical technology (PAT) tools enable CPP and CQA
measurements in-line, on-line and at-line during the
manufacture of different dosage forms, such as tablets,
capsules and liquids.2

NIR spectroscopy as a PAT tool for tablet
manufacturing
Pharmaceutical tablet production involves material
handling through a series of steps, including sieving,
mixing, particle size enlargement/granulation, drying,
compression, sorting and packing.3 These different operations can elicit significant changes in material attributes
which must be monitored to ensure final product quality.
Near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy based PAT applications
have been developed for monitoring operations such as
blending,4–7 granulation,8–10 drying11,12 and continuous
mixing followed by compression,13 coating14 and end
product testing,14–19 where it has proven to be advantageous over conventional in-process sampling and testing
methods.
In addition to these key operations, consistent diefilling is important to meet tablet quality attributes.
The feed frame helps maintain constant a supply of
materials for die-filling during compression: it is the
very last place to access powder just before compression. Powders undergo continuous shearing inside feed
frames, which may cause component segregation. 20
From the real-time release testing (RTRt) perspective,
if blend concentration is ensured by meeting required
specifications inside the feed frame, then monitoring
tablet weight alone would be sufficient for tablet assay
in RTRt. However, a number of undesirable phenomena
occurring inside the feed frame (e.g., material segregation) may impact final product quality.21 Thus, process
compliance inside the feed frame is a must to determine
final product quality.
Continuous material movement inside the feed frame
evokes significant changes in physical properties (e.g.,
density) which, in turn, poses a challenge for the development of successful PAT methods for in-line feed
frame monitoring. 22 Such powder flow phenomena
occurring inside the feed frame, e.g. density variations23 and segregation,21 have been explored with NIR
spectroscopy. Despite challenges related to sample

presentation, NIR spectroscopy has been useful in
in-line concentration monitoring inside the feed
frame.23–25

Near infrared chemical imaging (NIR CI) in
feed frame monitoring
Effective sample size is an important parameter for
successful in-line feed frame monitoring. In NIR spectroscopy based powder sample testing, it can be estimated with certain parameters, such as NIR beam
diameter, its penetration depth and powder density.26,27
NIR spectroscopy based PAT methods verify content
uniformity based on a small blend area (i.e., often a
circular expanse 4–6 mm in diameter) illuminated
by the NIR beam. 26 Because of low sample scrutiny
levels, it is possible for segregation, if present, to
remain unnoticed. This limitation may be eliminated by
NIR CI, which acquires chemical information over larger
sample areas (e.g., 5 × 2 cm) using larger sensor arrays
(e.g., 256 × 320 pixels) as compared to NIR spectroscopy probes (e.g. 128 × 1 pixels). In addition, spatial and
spectral information could potentially enhance process
understanding as well as impart confidence in process
data interpretation, e.g., for end-point determination of
blending.28–32 NIR CI based applications developed with
the aim of pharmaceutical quality assurance have been
successful in analysing the distribution of ingredients
in tablets,33–35 their content uniformity,36 dissolution
rates37 as well as testing for counterfeit products.38 To
the authors’ knowledge, NIR CI for in-line feed frame
monitoring has not yet been reported.
The main purpose of the present study is to determine
the operational feasibility of NIR CI in a dynamic feed
frame environment with a bench-top feed frame set-up.
NIR CI, with selected wavelength band filters, gives greyscale images that could help monitor the concentration
and spatial distribution of NIR-active materials. NIR spectroscopy served as a reference method, validating the
state of mix and NIR CI results, since it has already been
undertaken for feed frame monitoring.39 Sample volume
was estimated both for NIR CI and NIR spectroscopy.
NIR data were evaluated for qualitative and quantitative
differentiation of powder blends according to various AA
concentrations. AA values with NIR CI were compared
against NIR spectroscopy and combined NIR spectroscopy/NIR CI data. NIR CI potential to quantify segregation was also assessed. Its capability could constitute a
major advancement in feed frame monitoring.
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Materials and methods
Materials
All samples in this study consisted of AA (DSM, Jiangsu),
microcrystalline cellulose (MCC, Avicel PH 101®, FMC
biopolymer) and dicalcium phosphate (DCP, Di tab ®,
Innophos) at different relative AA concentrations.
MCC, DCP and AA particle sizes were 77–156 µm,
150–420 µm and 150–850 µm, respectively. Particle
size specifications according to supplier certificates of
analysis were: d90 within 77–156 µm for MCC, d80
within 150–425 µm for DCP, d70 within 150–850 µm
and d20 above 850 µm for AA. All the materials used in
this study were taken from a single lot of the respective
materials, thus particle sizes were essentially maintained
constant, however, significantly varying particle sizes
between different lots of any of the materials may impact
performance of calibration model.

Methods
NIR penetration in samples
Sample volume estimation is important to ensure the
required level of scrutiny for blend homogeneity.26 In
addition, regulatory specifications of tablet uniformity
are dependent on the number of units sampled. Sample
volume estimation in feed frame monitoring is necessary
to predict tablet uniformity based on feed frame concentrations.
Sample volume could be estimated for each NIR CI
and NIR spectroscopy measurement with the following
equation:26
Sample volume = A × B × C

(1)

where A is the sample area tested by the respective tool,
B is NIR penetration depth and C is sample bulk density.
NIR penetration depth inside samples is required to
ascertain feed frame sample volume. A modified experimental protocol was set up for this purpose based on the
variable layer thickness method proposed by Berntsson
et al.27 They reported that sample reflectance increases
with increasing powder thickness until the latter reached
an optically thick level. Changes in reflectance at different
powder thicknesses could be traced to the penetration
of NIR radiation into the samples. In the present work,
repeated NIR CI at 2 mm and higher thicknesses showed
no differences in pixel intensities: thus, this thickness was
considered as equal to or greater than that of optically
thick samples. Actual NIR penetration was determined by

Figure 1. Sample tray: (a) complete view and (b) crosssection.

comparing pixel intensities at lower than 2-mm thickness
to 2-mm or higher sample thickness.
A plastic tray (Figure 1a) 5 × 4 cm in size was cast and
divided into two halves (sections 1 and 2). These two
halves were identical except for their depth, which
differed by 2 mm (Figure 2b). The purpose of this set-up
was to compare pixel intensities acquired from sections
1 and 2. When sufficient powder is placed in the tray,
both sections should present similar responses in terms
of pixel intensities; if not, the base of the tray will impact
the signal of the shallower section (more NIR light will
be reflected back to the NIR camera sensor if the light
passes through the sample to the reflective surface of
the base, thus pixels will have higher intensity).
Tray lids of different thickness (0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
and 2.5 mm) were cast. When no lid was placed on the
tray, section 1 had no depth, whereas section 2 was
2 mm deep. Section 1 depth becomes 0.5 mm with the
0.5-mm lid placed on the tray, while it becomes 2.5 mm
for section 2. Each time a new lid was placed on the tray,
sample material (AA particle size 354–420 µm) was filled
in the tray and any excess above the tray lid level was
gently scraped off.

Feed frame set-up
This study was conducted in the feed frame of a Manesty
Novapress 37-station rotary tablet press. The experimental set-up comprised a fully functional feed frame
without actual tablet compression. It helped to mimic
powder movement in full-scale tablet manufacturing, but
significantly reduced the amount of material required
as well as human effort during trials. The feed frame
consisted of two counter-rotating wheels (Figure 2a),
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Figure 2. Feed frame set-up: (a) material flow and (b) NIR spectroscopy and NIR CI locations.

each with ten paddles. The second wheel was located
slightly lower than the first wheel to facilitate material
movement inside the feed frame. The PAT tools for NIR
spectroscopy and NIR CI were placed above the second
wheel (Figure 2b) just before the point where powder
exits the feed frame and enters die cavities for compression.

Data acquisition inside the feed frame
Two data acquisition tools were employed: a NIR probe
(MicroNIR 1700, Viavi Solutions, Inc., Milpitas, CA, USA)
and a NIR camera (Bobcat 320, Xenics infrared solutions,
Leuven, Belgium) with 25-mm infrared lens (Navitar,
Rochester, NY, USA). Both tools acquire NIR data in the
900–1700 nm range, as described below.
NIR probe: The NIR probe was equipped with a spectroscope (resolution: 6.2 nm) that discretised the spectrum into 128 levels. The probe’s tip was slightly tilted in
the direction of material flow, while keeping the observation window (5 × 15 mm) flat, and was mounted on a
micrometer. This allowed the measuring tip to precisely
touch the powder bed during measurements without
reaching the paddle wheel. In this manner, NIR measurements helped to minimise baseline shifts due to powder
wave behaviour inside the feed frame, since there was no
change in the path-length of the NIR radiation; however,
baseline shifts due to changes in powder density caused
by moving feed frame paddles were present.
NIR camera: The NIR camera was not equipped with a
spectroscope: it integrated all energy levels into a single
greyscale image (320 × 256 pixels). However, different
wavelength bandpass filters (Spectrogon Inc., Mountain
Lakes, NY, USA) were affixed in front of the lens to

capture narrow wavelength ranges chosen for specific
active ingredients. Filters with wavelength ranges
of 1240 ± 40 nm, 1460 ± 11 nm, 1600 ± 63 nm and
1653 ± 19 nm were tested for their suitability to differentiate AA from other components of the powder blend
in NIR CI. A suitable filter was expected to selectively
allow passage of wavelength ranges absorbed by AA
(where MCC and DCP do not show NIR absorbance) to
the NIR camera sensor, thus image pixels representing
AA would appear darker than the pixels representing
other components of the blend. As a result, NIR chemical imaging in the present work refers to a greyscale
NIR image captured over a selective NIR wavelength
span. The set-up was adapted for proper and constant
powder presentation. The movement of the paddles
formed large crests and troughs at the surface of the
powder (Figure 3a, 3b), impacting image acquisition. As
can be observed from the comparison of Figure 3a and
3c, NIR chemical image quality is hampered due to selfshading of material in the presence of a crest and trough
pattern caused by the feed frame paddle wheel. A flat
insert (2.5 × 5.0 cm) was added to the feed frame surface
to constrain these variations in front of the camera to
capture the moving powder surface (Figure 3c, 3d). It
was positioned 2.5 mm inside the powder whereas the
lower tip of the NIR probe was situated at 5 mm inside
the powder.

Formulations
Two sets of experiments, each with seven samples (with
different AA concentrations), were carried out on two
different days. Both experiments analysed the same
concentrations, sample volume and blending time. AA
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Figure 3. NIR CI inside the feed frame: without flat insert (a: top view, b: schematic vertical
cross-section) and with flat surface (c: top view, d: schematic vertical cross-section).

concentrations were increased in a stepwise manner
via 3% concentration increments between consecutive
blends in order to develop the quantitative model. For
the sake of simplicity, the first and second experimental
sets will be referred to as trials 1 and 2. The purpose here
was to prepare and validate quantitative models in trial 1,
and to evaluate them for prediction of similar concentrations in trial 2.
Samples with five different concentrations (0, 3, 6, 9
and 12 % w/w AA) from trial 1 were used for the development of the calibration model based on partial least
square (PLS) regression. Performance of PLS calibration
model was tested in three ways:

■Test
■
set I (300 × 76), with 4 and 8 % w/w AA powder
samples from trial 1, which represented model
applicability for samples from the same trial.
■Test
■
set II (300 × 76), with 4 and 8 % w/w AA samples
from trial 2, represented model applicability to test 1
concentration but in a second trial set.
■Test
■
set III (750 × 76), with 0, 3, 6, 9 and 12 % w/w AA
samples from trial 2, represented model applicability
to concentrations as in calibration samples but in a
second trial set.
(300 and 700 represent the number of samples, while
76 represents number of histogram bins in NIR CI, for
NIR spectroscopy 76 is replaced by 80, i.e. the number of

Table 1. Sample compositions in trials 1 and 2.

Ingredients

Mass concentrations (% w/w)
Trial 1—Calibration
Trial 2—Test III

AA

0.0

MCC

54.5

DCP

45.5

3.0

Trial 1—Test I
Trial 2—Test II

6.0

9.0

12.0

4.0

8.0

53.0

51.5

50.0

44.0

42.5

41.0

48.5

52.5

50.5

39.5

43.5

41.5
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wavelengths.) Table 1 lists the different sample compositions analysed in this study.
Sample quantities were selected on the basis of feed
frame working volume, obtained (550.0 g) by adding
material slowly inside the closed feed frame until it was
full and no more material was accepted inside. Samples
were prepared by mixing excipients and AA granules
together in a 3-litre V-blender (Patterson Kelley Blend
Master, East Stroudsburg, PA, USA) for 10 min. Blending
time was kept constant for all samples to ensure uniform
blending. The samples were charged and circulated inside
the closed feed frame for 10 min at 20 rpm of the paddle
wheels. In total, 200 signals (each of NIR spectra and
NIR CI) were recorded at a rate of one acquisition per
rotation of the paddle wheel.

Data acquisition
NIR spectroscopy
Spectral integration time was 5 ms for NIR spectroscopy signals, with 50 spectra averaged to obtain output
signals. An external mechanism was triggered each time
to initiate spectral acquisition.
Before acquisition, the NIR probe was calibrated
between 0 % and 100 % reflectance. For the 0 % set-up,
a NIR spectrum was acquired in the absence of infrared
light while for the 100 % set-up, a NIR spectrum was
recorded by pointing the NIR beam at a 100 % reflectance reference. Every raw spectrum (R) acquired during
the trials was corrected (C) with the 0 % and 100 % reflectance standards according to equation 2:
C=

R-D
B-D

(2)

where D is 0% reflectance (dark) and B is 100% reflectance reference (bright).

NIR CI
Sample presentation to the camera was properly
controlled to ensure image-to-image data comparability. Sample-to-camera distance, optics, illumination
and sample surface settings were kept constant. In addition, all NIR images were corrected for NIR source intensity variation over time using a white reference. For this
purpose, a white reference was placed across the vertical
axis on one corner of the flat insert. A ratio between
mean intensity of all the pixels representing this white
reference in each respective image and the first image
was used to correct the respective image for variation in

the NIR light intensity. This ratio was multiplied to all pixel
intensities in the NIR chemical image being corrected.
Considering differences in the NIR absorption of AA
and other components (MCC, DCP), a 1632–1671-nm
filter was selected to capture NIR images since it offered
comparatively greater contrast in pixels representing
AA and other components (other components reflected
more at selected NIR wavelengths).

Data treatment
All NIR spectra and image data obtained from the trials
were analysed by in-house MATLAB scripts as well as
the PLS Toolbox (Eigenvector Research, Inc., Manson,
WA, USA). NIR spectra were evaluated with different
pretreatments, such as standard normal variate (SNV),
Savitzky–Golay (SG) second derivative, mean centring
and scaling to unit variance.
NIR spectra of all individual components, combined
other components and composite sample (12 % w/w
AA) were acquired (Figure 4a). The diffuse reflectance
intensity of all ingredients (AA, MCC and DCP) kept
on increasing roughly until 1614–1651 nm and then
decreased. However, distinct spectral features started
to appear only after 1100 nm as the other components
(MCC, DCP) absorb less than AA.
Baseline shifts in raw spectra were removed to a
significant extent as a result of pretreatments by SNV
and SG second derivative (second order polynomial and
15 points). Colour-coded plots of SG second derivative pretreated spectra (Figure 4b) revealed differences
in the spectral signature of different samples over the
1100–1590 nm range. As a result, all wavelengths in this
spectral range were used in principal component analysis
(PCA) and further PLS analysis.
NIR chemical images with a single filter do not contain
any spectral information (as in the case of a spectrograph) but provide a 2D representation of the sample
as seen over the particular wavelength band allowed
by the selected filter. Pixel intensities are influenced by
the presence of NIR-active and NIR-non-active material:
consequently, the distribution of pixel intensities could
quantify content in a spectral format in a way similar to
NIR spectroscopy. Consequently, intensities of all pixels
in NIR images were expressed in the form of intensity
histograms, which classified them into different bins
based on their intensity.
Figure 5 depicts the histogram of a greyscale schematic image of the feed frame in which the X-axis
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Figure 4. (a) NIR reflectance spectra of individual components and composite samples, (b) SG
second derivative pretreated spectra of individual components and composite samples.

represents 8-bit image intensity, and the Y-axis
embodies the proportion of pixels in each respective
bin. Darker pixels are placed in bins close to origin on
the X-axis while brighter pixels are placed away from
the origin.

Data analysis by PCA and PLS
PCA and PLS were undertaken for data analysis. Initially,
exploratory PCA was conducted to check if individual
blend concentrations could be identified by respective
signals. Thereafter, the quantitative relationship of NIR CI
with respective sample concentrations was evaluated

Figure 5. Histogram of a binary image.

against NIR spectroscopy and the combination of NIR CI
with NIR spectroscopy by PLS.
PLS models were statistically compared by R2 (coefficient of determination in the calibration model), root
mean square error of calibration (RMSEC) and root mean
square error of cross validation (RMSECV). Ten repeats
were used in cross validation. Root mean square error of
prediction (RMSEP), mean value and standard deviation
of predicted concentrations were compared in tests 1,
2 and 3. In the end, average NIR image of each sample
blend and PLS concentration predictions were evaluated
in different sections of NIR images.
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Result and discussion
Sample volume

Sample volume was estimated by NIR spectroscopy and
NIR CI, starting with the assessment of NIR penetration. In case of NIR spectroscopy, multiple spectra were
collected for analysis of each specific thickness sample
(90 × 128). Spectral variations among different thickness
samples were evaluated by PCA of complete spectra.
SNV followed by mean centring was used as a spectral
pretreatment to maintain baseline variations caused by
different levels of NIR light penetration. Principal component 1 (PC1), which represents 90.19 % of total variance, explained the baseline variations seen among these
spectra. PC1 versus sample plots (Figure 6a) showed that
PC1 values kept on increasing with increasing sample
thickness and later reached a plateau of around 1.5 mm
in depth. Since there was no difference in spectra baselines beyond 1.5 mm thickness, it was concluded that NIR
penetration in this case was 1.5 mm.
In the case of NIR CI, unpaired t-tests of pixel intensities
were performed on two tray sections. The null hypothesis was rejected (at alpha value of 0.05) in samples
2.0–0.0 mm, 2.5–0.5 mm and 2.75–0.75 mm thick, but
was accepted for all remaining thickness samples (3.0–
1.0 mm, 3.5–1.5 mm and 4.0–2.0 mm), indicating that
there were no differences in pixel intensities of the two
sections with thickness more than 0.75 mm. Thus, it was
concluded that NIR penetration in NIR CI was 0.75 mm.
Figure 6b depicts NIR images taken at different thickness
combinations and corresponding pixel intensity histograms.
Bulk material density was found to be 0.48 g cm–3.
Effective sample area was 3.5 × 2.0 cm, as seen in NIR CI.
Sample volume estimation was based on Equation (1) for
NIR CI and NIR spectroscopy. It was found that sample
per image was 252 mg in NIR CI while sample per spectrum was 54 mg in NIR spectroscopy. NIR penetration
inside the sample was higher in NIR spectroscopy than
in NIR CI, however, sample volume with NIR CI was
estimated to be about five times higher than with NIR
spectroscopy. As an example, for a 250-mg tablet, each
NIR CI would represent a sample equivalent to tablet
weight, but five spectra would be required to exemplify
the same sample in NIR spectroscopy. Considering the
possibility of further increasing flat insert size, sample
volume in NIR CI could be adjusted to suitably represent
tablet weight greater than 250 mg.

Qualitative NIR spectroscopy analysis
Differentiation between calibration samples was evaluated by NIR spectra collected inside the feed frame.
PCA was performed on NIR spectral data to highlight
qualitative differences between the different samples.
Savitzky–Golay (SG) second derivative, SNV followed by
mean centring was used as spectral pretreatment. The
PCA score plot illustrated in Figure 7 shows clusters for
samples with different concentrations.
PC1 captured 75.36 % of total variance while PC2
captured 10.16 %. PC1 correlated with AA concentrations in samples on the basis of PC1 score versus sample
plot. Samples with 0, 3 and 6 % w/w AA were well
separated. While still present, the separation between
samples of 6, 9 and 12 % w/w was not as clear. However,
it showed that with NIR spectroscopy data we can see
a difference between the calibration samples. Because
of this finding, it seemed reasonable to quantitatively
analyse NIR spectroscopy data (discussed above) but,
first, differentiation of calibration samples in NIR CI data
needs to be done.

Qualitative NIR CI analysis
NIR CI data were converted to histograms before qualitative PCA. Separation of the samples into different groups
based on NIR CI data was compared with separation of
these blends in NIR spectroscopy data.

Histogram comparison in NIR CI
The histograms of calibration samples in Figure 8 indicate
that NIR CI was able to distinguish samples with different
AA concentrations.
Two major trends were apparent in the comparative distribution of all histograms, i.e., vertical and
horizontal shifts. All histograms were produced from
same size images: thus, each histogram was made of
the same number of pixels representing the sample.
In this scenario, a vertical shift in histograms indicates
an overall increase in the number of darker or brighter
pixels based on corresponding horizontal shift direction. A horizontal shift to the left suggests an increase
in darker pixels, while a shift to the right signposts an
increment of brighter pixels which, in turn, respectively
correlate with higher and lower AA concentrations in
samples.
Histograms of 0 % w/w AA samples are located
farthest of all on the right side and have the highest
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Figure 6. NIR penetration in samples: (a) PCA score plot NIR spectroscopy and (b) NIR CI histogram.

peak height, indicating comparatively narrower
distribution of brighter pixels. In contrast, histograms of 12 % w/w samples are located farthest on
the left with the lowest peak height, signifies a larger
number of darker pixels and comparatively wide pixel
distribution.

PCA with NIR CI
The PCA score plot of histogram data (Figure 9) of calibration samples showed differences in the form of distinct
cluster points. Mean centring and scaling to unit variance
was used for data pretreatment. PC1 captured 80.83 %
of total data variance and is correlated with AA concen-
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Figure 7. PCA score plots of NIR spectroscopy data (markers with different colour represent % w/w content
of AA in respective sample).

Figure 8. Pixel intensity histograms of calibration samples (colour represents % w/w content of AA in
respective sample).

trations in samples. 0 %, 3 % and 6 % w/w samples were
very well separated, but there was little overlap in 9 %
and 12 % of them.
In NIR CI, samples with 6, 9 and 12 % w/w AA were well
separated, while 3 and 6 % w/w AA samples were less
clearly separated in contrast to NIR spectroscopy data.

However, individual observations in all samples show
spread around the group cluster in both NIR spectroscopy and NIR CI data. Overall, PCA disclosed that NIR CI
was able to represent differences within calibration
samples slightly better than NIR spectroscopy because of
larger sample size.
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Figure 9. PCA score plot of NIR CI (markers with different colour represent % w/w content of AA in respective
sample).

Quantitative analysis
The quantitative relationship between NIR CI (750 × 76)
and AA concentration was studied in PLS-based models.
PLS-predicted concentrations in NIR CI were compared
with NIR spectroscopy (750 × 80) and combined NIR
spectroscopy/NIR CI. A combined data matrix (750 × 156)
of spatial and spectral information on each sample was
obtained by horizontal concatenation of selected NIR
spectroscopy/NIR CI data.
NIR CI data were centred and scaled to unit variance before subjecting them to PLS modelling. The
PLS model was developed with NIR spectroscopy data,
using SNV, SG second derivative (second order poly-

nomial and 15 points) and mean centring pretreatment.
For PLS models with combined NIR spectroscopy/
NIR CI data, respective data were pretreated individually and then combined. NIR spectroscopy data were
pretreated with SNV, SG second derivative (2nd order
polynomial with 15 points), centred and scaled to unit
variance, while NIR CI data were centred and scaled to
unit variance.

Quantitative model comparisons
All PLS models were cross-validated with random subsets
during model development. Table 2 summarises the
different datasets of PLS model parameters.

Table 2. Summary of PLS performance indicators.

PLS model
PLS model

Model parameters

NIR

NIR CI

Combined (NIR/NIR CI)

0.96

0.95

0.98

RMSEC*

0.71

0.81

0.50

RMSECV*

0.71

0.82

0.51

Adjusted R
Calibration

2

Test set I

RMSEP*

0.72

0.98

0.53

Test set II

RMSEP*

1.68

1.89

0.75

Test set III

RMSEP*

2.53

2.02

2.18

3

3

3

Number of latent variables
*PLS model errors were expressed in % w/w of AA.
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Quantitative result comparisons

Overall, adjusted R2 statistics of PLS models based
on all three types of datasets (NIR spectroscopy, NIR CI
and combined NIR spectroscopy/NIR CI) showed that
PLS models fit well with calibration sample data. RMSEC
and RMSECV values were higher in NIR CI, lower in
NIR spectroscopy and even lower in the combined NIR
spectroscopy/NIR CI model. For concentration prediction in trial 1 (test set I), the prediction error of NIR CI
was slightly higher than that of NIR spectroscopy and
the combined data model. Combining NIR spectroscopy
and NIR CI did not improve concentration prediction in
unknown samples.
Calibration models with respective datasets (NIR spectroscopy, NIR CI and combined NIR spectroscopy/NIR CI)
elicited higher prediction error in trial 2 (test sets II and
III) than in trial 1. However, the same calibration models
with respective datasets (NIR spectroscopy, NIR CI and
combined NIR spectroscopy/NIR CI) predicted well in
trial 1 (test set I), which had the same concentration as
in test set II. Trials 1 and 2 were performed as separate
runs on two different days: thus, higher prediction error
could have been the result of variables in data acquisition (such as sample presentation, illumination, NIR
source variability, random error) or due to actual variations in the samples. Since data acquisition was carefully
controlled and both NIR spectroscopy and NIR CI simultaneously showed higher prediction error, it was likely
that unidentified experimental variables caused actual
variations (segregation) in trial 2 samples. However, this
could be further evaluated on the basis of actual values
of predicted concentrations.

Unknown sample predictions with NIR CI, NIR spectroscopy and combined NIR spectroscopy/NIR CI data
models were compared according to average prediction
values and standard deviation. Table 3 summarises the
predicted concentrations of unknown samples in test
sets I, II and III.
In test set I, average predicted concentrations with
PLS models in all three test sets were within the limits
of ±1 % w/w. However, standard deviation of predicted
concentrations was lower with combined NIR spectroscopy/NIR CI than with individual NIR spectroscopy and
NIR CI. Between individual data models, NIR spectroscopy
showed lower standard deviation than NIR CI. The distribution of observations in calibration and test samples
can be seen in predicted concentrations versus sample
plots of the NIR spectroscopy/NIR CI model (Figure 10).
Individually, NIR CI showed comparatively wider distribution around measured concentrations than NIR spectroscopy and combined NIR CI-NIR spectroscopy predictions.
This may have been due to the combined effect of larger
sample area, lower NIR penetration and the comparatively larger particle size of AA granules. Since NIR
imaging mostly captured surface distribution, depending
on granule size, partial or complete exposure of particles
to the surface could possibly have led to differences in
consecutive images. It should be noted that the differences were very small and mainly occurred in particular
samples. Concentration differences between samples
were very well captured at the 1 % w/w level among calibration and test samples.

Table 3. Summary of PLS-predicted concentrations.

Predicted average concentration of sample
(1 standard deviation)

Measured concentrations
of samples (AA % w/w)

NIR CI

NIR

Combined (NIR/NIR CI)

I

4.0
8.0

3.32 (0.63)
8.66 (0.77)

3.84 (0.55)
8.61 (0.60)

4.06 (0.36)
8.44 (0.49)

II

4.0
8.0

5.70 (1.10)
8.20 (0.90)

6.06 (0.58)
10.78 (0.73)

4.69 (0.36)
7.45 (0.49)

III

0.0
3.0
6.0
9.0
12.0

2.10 (1.30)
5.00 (1.20)
8.00 (1.20)
9.00 (1.30)
11.20 (1.10)

1.18 (0.55)
4.69 (0.51)
8.25 (0.70)
10.64 (0.77)
12.06 (0.69)

3.04 (0.24)
4.55 (0.41)
6.05 (0.40)
8.18 (0.47)
8.74 (0.46)

Test sets
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Figure 10. Predicted concentrations versus sample in test I with the combined NIR spectroscopy/NIR CI
model (colour represents % w/w content of AA in respective sample).

In test set I, mean values of predicted concentrations
showed that the NIR CI based PLS model was in close
agreement with the NIR spectroscopy and combined
NIR spectroscopy/NIR CI models. One of the major
highlights of this work was that NIR CI can monitor
feed frame concentrations in capacity at least equal to
an already known PAT tool (NIR spectroscopy) for feed
frame monitoring. Combination of NIR CI and NIR spectroscopy data does not seem to offer any advantage
over the accuracy of the NIR CI and NIR spectroscopy
models except for precision (standard deviation) of the
predicted values.
In test set II and III concentration predictions, the
standard deviation of predicted values followed the
same trend (NIR CI > NIR spectroscopy > combined NIR
spectroscopy/NIR CI) as in test set I. However, predicted
concentrations were not very close to measured values.
Average predicted concentration was found to vary in
the range of ±2–3 % w/w with all three types of data
models.
PLS-predicted concentrations in trial 2 were expected
to be close to those in trial 1 considering their exactly
identical composition and blending time (i.e., 10 min).
However, in the NIR CI data, a few samples (8, 9 and
12 % w/w) were predicted close to measured values while
others (4, 0, 3 and 6 % w/w) were not well predicted.
Similarly, NIR spectroscopy and combined NIR CI/NIR
spectroscopy gave a prediction error of about 2–3 % in all

samples, except for 12 % w/w. Since sources of possible
variation in NIR spectroscopy data were removed by suitable data pretreatments, prediction bias veered towards
other variables, influencing the NIR spectroscopy data.
This hints at another possibility: that there could have
been actual variations within samples in trial 2, which
might lead to variations in predictions. In the present
case, tablet compression was not performed subsequently: otherwise, these variations could have been
tested by tablet assay. However, NIR CI could still be
useful to further probe variations of predicted concentrations in trial 2, since changes in local concentrations
could be studied.

Average sample image analysis
The average NIR image of each sample was calculated
in both trials 1 and 2. Considering the same mixing time,
sample composition, particle size and operation parameters at the feed frame in both these trials, uniform,
average images of individual samples were expected.
Trial 1 produced uniform average images, but differences in average image intensity were observed in trial 2
(Figure 11a–f). The horizontal axis is essentially parallel to
the paddle radius with the left side of the image located
near the centre of the paddle wheel.
Average colour-coded imaging established that the
pixel intensity of average images changes progressively
in samples from lower to higher AA concentrations. At
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Figure 11. Trial 2 average sample images. a–f represent average image of 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 and 12 % w/w AA samples, respectively. The blue to red colour bar represents decreasing pixel intensity.

the same time, pixels located in the upper-right corner
displayed higher intensity compared to the rest of the
image. This could potentially indicate lower AA content
in the upper-right side of each sample. However, it was
merely a qualitative observation, and quantitative analysis
was used to confirm local variations in AA concentrations.

Each image was divided into four equal sections
(Figure 12), and PLS concentration predictions were
made for different image sections.
Here, sections 1 and 3 represent the centre of the feed
frame, while sections 2 and 4 represent the circumferential side of feed frame. Table 4 enumerates different

Figure 12. Subsections of the image used in the PLS analysis.
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Table 4. Average predicted concentrations in different image sections.

Sample
(% w/w)

PLS-predicted sample concentration (1 standard deviation)
Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4

Average

3.0

3.96 (1.62)

4.0

4.69 (1.39)

0.61 (1.30)

5.28 (1.28)

1.92 (1.17)

2.94 (1.34)

1.43 (1.14)

5.22 (1.09)

1.51 (1.11)

3.21 (1.18)

6.0

7.04 (1.50)

2.49 (1.35)

7.50 (1.19)

4.87 (1.15)

5.47 (1.30)

8.0

9.31 (1.56)

5.76 (1.45)

9.53 (1.19)

7.84 (1.37)

8.11 (1.39)

9.0

10.40 (1.45)

6.78 (1.52)

10.65 (1.12)

8.73 (1.21)

9.14 (1.33)

8.79 (1.52)

7.23 (1.64)

11.61 (1.05)

10.78 (1.19)

9.92 (1.35)

12.0

image sections and respective average predicted concentrations.
It was observed that the section representing the upperright corner of the image (section 2) consistently exhibited lower concentrations in all samples. Section 2 was
followed by section 4, showing next lower concentrations.
In contrast, the lower-left corner of the image (section 3)
presented higher concentrations in all samples, followed
by section 1. Standard deviation values in each particular
section were also higher, which signified image-to-image
variations in samples. This change of local concentrations
in different sections further supports the possibility of AA
segregation in trial 2.

Conclusion
The main aim of this study was to evaluate the possibility
of NIR CI as a PAT tool for in-line feed frame monitoring
while using NIR spectroscopy as reference method.
AA concentration predictions with the NIR CI based
PLS models were found to be similar to those of the NIR
spectroscopy model. NIR CI is better positioned to view
concentration modifications over larger sample areas,
and different image sections can be analysed separately
in the event of localised concentration changes. In the
present set-up, sample volume tested by NIR CI was five
times higher than NIR spectroscopy. Considering the
possibility of adjusting the flat insert size, there is still the
prospect of further increasing sample size to meet unit
dose samples at feed frame.
An in-line feed frame monitoring system (NIR CI) could
help to obtain quantitative as well as visual presentations
of powder composition which could be useful for realtime process monitoring by machine operators, e.g., end
of material or obstruction of flow, segregation events
etc. This study indicates that NIR CI alone or in combi-

nation appears to be a promising tool for in-line feed
frame monitoring. NIR CI based concentration predictions may prove to be more representative since they
gather information from comparatively larger sample
area compared to NIR spectroscopy, however, further
studies are required to support this hypothesis.
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